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ABSTRACT

Background: The extended and clinically silent progression of Type 1 diabetes (T1D) creates a challenge for clinical interventions and for
understanding the mechanisms that underlie its pathogenesis. Over the course of the development of Type 1 diabetes, studies in animal models
and of human tissues have identified adaptive changes in b cells that may affect their immunogenicity and susceptibility to killing. Loss of b cells
has traditionally been identified by impairment in function but environmental factors may affect these measurements.
Scope of Review: In this review we will highlight features of b cell responses to cell death, particularly in the setting of inflammation, and focus
on methods of detecting b cell death in vivo.
Major conclusions: We developed an assay to measure b cell death in vivo by detecting cell free DNA with epigenetic modifications of the INS
gene that are found in b cells. This assay has robust technical performance and identifies killing in individuals at very high risk for disease, but its
ability to identify b cell killing in at-risk relatives is limited by the short half-life of the cell free DNA and the need for repeated sampling over an
extended course. We present results from the Diabetes Prevention Trial-1 using this assay. In addition, recent studies have identified cellular
adaptations in some b cells that may avoid killing but impair metabolic function. Cells with these characteristics may aggravate the autoimmune
response but also may represent a potentially recoverable source of functional b cells.

� 2019 Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) occurs as a result of the destruction of b cells
that generally occurs over years [1,2]. However, not all b cells are
destroyed. In many patients with long-standing disease, residual b cell
function may be identified by the presence of detectable C-peptide or
proinsulin, but this limited function is insufficient to maintain metabolic
control [3,4]. As a result, exogenous insulin, diet, and exercise remain
the cornerstones of therapy. Despite the improvements in delivery
technologies, glucose monitoring, and pharmacokinetics of insulins,
the majority of individuals with T1D, particularly adolescents, fail to
achieve normal glucose levels or even meet the goals for therapy that
have been identified by the American Diabetes Association [5]. Even at
academic medical centers that can provide the most up to date
technologies and support services, adolescents with T1D have average
hemoglobin A1c levels (a measure of glucose control for which normal
is<5.7%) above 9%: similar to the levels that had been reported in the
standard management group in the Diabetes Control and Complica-
tions Trial [6,7]. There has been progress in the management and
prevention of secondary complications of the disease, but particularly
for children who are diagnosed with T1D, there are ongoing risks of
morbidity and loss of life-years [8,9].
Studies over the past 3 decades have identified individuals who will
ultimately develop disease on the basis of autoantibodies against b cell
specific (e.g. insulin, ZnT8) and non-specific (e.g. GAD65) proteins
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[10e13]. During that time, prior to diagnosis, immune cells interact
with b cells and there is amplification and diversification of autoim-
mune responses (Stage 1) [14]. Autoimmunity is contained for years
prior to the onset of b cell killing, but it is accelerated in thew2 years
prior to diagnosis and heralded by impairment in provoked b cell re-
sponses to glucose (Stage 2) [15]. With the progression of b cell loss,
metabolic control deteriorates and exogenous insulin is needed for
survival (Stage 3).
It is challenging to identify individuals who will progress to T1D during
Stage 1 or 2 of the disease e when autoantibodies are first found but
frank hyperglycemia is not, particularly in the general population. Most
individuals who develop T1D do not have a relative with T1D. The rate
of positive autoantibodies, even among first-degree relatives of pa-
tients, is <6%. Accordingly, most immune therapies, which target the
immune response, have been tested for their ability to stop the pro-
gression of autoimmune diabetes in individuals after clinical presen-
tation. For example, anti-CD3 mAbs, teplizumab and otelixizumab, as
well as anti-CD20 mAb, rituximab, CTLA4Ig, LFA3Ig, abatacept, and
anti-thymocyte globulin have attenuated the decline in C-peptide re-
sponses during a mixed meal tolerance test (MMTT) over the first 2
years of disease [16e23]. Some of these (e.g. anti-thymocyte globulin
and anti-CD3 mAb have shown more robust effects in the first two
years than others but none of these therapies have permanently
prevented the metabolic decline even with continued or repeated
treatment. The reasons for the ongoing decline are not understood.
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Abbreviations

AEs adverse events
TPIAT autologous islet transplantation following total

pancreatectomy
CTLA-4 cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4
DNMTs DNA methyltransferases
Fltp Flattop
qMSP methylation specific PCR
MMTT mixed meal tolerance test
NOD non-obese diabetic
OGTT oral glucose tolerance test
PPI preproinsulin
PD-1 programmed death-1
PD-L1/PD-L2 programmed death-ligand 1 or 2
ROS reactive oxygen species
SASP senescence-associated secretory phenotype
TSS transcriptional start site
T1D Type 1 diabetes
T2D Type 2 diabetes
TYK2 tyrosine kinase 2
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Figure 1: b cell death and survival. Recent studies of the fate of b cells during the
progression of autoimmune diabetes in animal models and humans suggest that there
may be alternate fates of cells that may lead to destruction, survival, or even accel-
eration of the immune response. Inflammatory mediators may induce changes in b
cells that may lead to their demise through classical pathways such as Fas/FasL,
cytolysis, or other mechanisms. However, there are also adaptive changes in b cells
that may protect them from further destruction, such as increased expression of PD-L1
and IDO, or may also enhance the autoimmune response by the development of
senenscent cells that can produce chemokines (e.g. CXCL10) that can recruit immune
cells, or inflammatory cytokines (e.g. IL-6) that have direct toxic effects. Thus, there is a
dynamic response to inflammatory stressors that may ultimately determine whether
cells are killed by autoimmune responses or protected.
In this review, we address two central issues involving the patho-
genesis of the disease that are relevant to the design of therapies that
may be used for prevention and even reversal of T1D. First, we discuss
techniques to monitor b cell killing in vivo, which is silent but provides
insights into the mechanisms of disease and is important to identify
individuals in whom preventative therapies may be valuable. We
present data of measurements of b cell death from the Diabetes
Prevention Trial-1 (DPT-1). Second, we discuss experimental findings
about the responses of b cell to immunologic assault. We have
explored the hypothesis that, in response to inflammatory cells, b cells
are modified that may affect their survival.

2. MECHANISMS OF BETA CELL DEATH IN AUTOIMMUNE
SETTINGS

Several pathways are likely involved in b cell death in autoimmune dia-
betes. Whether there is a primary mechanism in vivo remains unclear
[24e26]. Apoptotic pathways, both intrinsic and extrinsic have been
described in b cells under immunologic stress. The intrinsic pathway, or
mitochondrial pathway, is orchestrated by pro- and anti-apoptotic pro-
teins of the Bcl superfamily, and the extrinsic pathway is comprised of TNF
superfamily ligands, such as Fas-L and TNF-a, binding to their receptors,
Fas and TNFR-1, respectively. Both pathways then converge by activating
initiator and executioner caspases, which degrade crucial proteins and
lead to apoptosis of b cells [27]. The importance of this mechanism in b
cell death is highlighted by the expression of TNFR1 and Fas on b cells
although other studies have suggested alternative (non-Fas mediated)
mechanisms [24,25,28,29]. However, the significance of Fas-mediated
killing has been questioned since Thomas et al. found few Fasþ b
cells shortly before the onset of diabetes in NOD mice. Nonetheless, Fas
expression is found on human and murine b cells that are cultured with
inflammatory cytokines and studies in vitro indicate that b cells can be
killed by Fas-mediated cytotoxicity [29] (Figure 1).
Necrosis and necroptosis have also been shown to play a role inmediating
b cell death in T1D [30], but the consequences of these forms of cell death
may be immunologically different: Whereas the programmed cell death
via apoptosis evokes almost no inflammatory reaction, but both necrosis
and necroptosis elicit potent inflammatory reactions [31,32]. In addition to
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signaling downstream apoptosis, TNF-a/TNFR-1 interaction has been
shown to also lead to downstream necroptosis. Necroptosis mediates
programmed necrosis via production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by
modulating glutaminolysis, mitochondrial uncoupling, fragmentation of
DNA and release of hydrolytic enzymes from lysosomes [27]. Calcium
signaling appears to be an important component in the death pathway
[33]. A pathway analysis of candidate genes expressed in human islets
identified a central role for interferon (IFN)-regulated pathways and
tyrosine kinase 2 (TYK2). Polymorphisms in the TYK2 gene were asso-
ciated with a decreased risk of developing T1D. TYK2 inhibition prevented
b cell apoptosis via the mitochondrial pathway of cell death suggesting
that TYK2 regulates apoptotic and proinflammatory pathways in b cells
and may also be involved in recruitment of T cells to the islets [34].The
involvement of necrosis as a mechanism of b cell death is further sug-
gested by the identification of an impaired vascular supply in pre-diabetic
NOD islets, which could lead to ischemia and then necrosis [35]. Finally,
conventional cell mediated toxicity leading to necrosis has been shown
experimentally: Knight et al. showed that preproinsulin-specific CD8 T-
cell clones recognizing either an HLA-A2 (A*0201) or HLA-A24 (A*2402)-
restricted epitope (peptide of preproinsulin [PPI] (15e24), ALWGPDPAAA;
or PPI (3e11), LWMRLLPLL) utilized conventional mediators of cytotox-
icity [36].

3. STUDIES OF b CELL DEATH IN VIVO

Methods that identify b cell death, the primary pathologic process in
T1D, are indirect, and rely on b cell function or relative increased
release of proinsulin. But these tests do not detect killing and may be
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affected by environmental factors. Immunologic markers such as au-
toantibodies (against GAD65, insulin, ICA512, or ZnT8) do not provide
information about the extent or kinetics of disease progression. Pro-
gression of diabetes in individuals at-risk for and with T1D is variable
[37]. Younger patients (<21 yrs) tend to have a more rapid fall in C-
peptide than older patients but there is a large range of rate of fall. It
has also been postulated that loss of b cells is cyclical but we do not
have methods to identify when the process is occurring which makes
intervention a challenge since some therapies (e.g. anti-CD3 mAbs) are
best directed to an active immune response whereas others (e.g.
antigen immunization) might not be effective when there are activated
effector cells [38].
To detect b cell death, we developed a method to detect cell-free DNA
that had epigenetic signatures of b cells. DNA is released into the
circulation from dying cells [39,40]. Because the epigenome is unique
to each cell type, detection of DNA in the serum with specific epige-
netic marks can identify the cell of origin. CpG sites are frequently
unmethylated in cells that transcribe a gene but are often methylated in
cells in which transcription does not occur. Following bisulfite treat-
ment of the cell-free DNA in the serum, primers that are specific for
methylated and unmethylated CpG sites can distinguish the methyl-
ation pattern. (Bisulfite-treated methyl-cytosines in CpG sites remain
as cytosine but unmethylated sites are converted to uracil.) After
analysis of the mouse methylome of Ins1 and Ins2 DNA in b cells we
designed primers to detect, using a nested PCR reaction, unmethylated
Ins1 DNA in mice and used it to study b cell death in mice that had
been treated with streptozotocin and in NOD mice. In NOD mice, b cell
death was detected prior to increased levels of glucose. Similar
findings were reported by Hussieny et al. using methylation specific
PCR (qMSP) in NOD mice [41]. Data from other groups confirmed that
elevated levels of circulating unmethylated Ins DNA can be detected in
serum prior to development of hyperglycemia in NOD mouse models
[41,42]. Similarly, we analyzed the human methylome and developed a
nested PCR reaction to detect human INS DNA with epigenetic sig-
natures of b cells and identified increased levels in a small proportion
of individuals with new onset T1D.
We used this approach to evaluate b cell killing in patients with recent
onset T1D participating in a clinical trial of teplizumab, and found that
the anti-CD3 mAb decreased the levels of b cell killing as well as
improved C-peptide responses to a mixed meal [43].
Because of the complex methods involved in the nested PCR reaction,
we adapted the assay to use droplet digital PCR [40]. This method can
quantify DNA without the use of standard curves [44], and it has
recently been used as a tool for detecting mutations in circulating DNA
[45], early detection of transplant rejection [46], copy number variation
[47] residual HIV levels in patients [48]. The absolute quantification
without reliance on an external standard, the capability to multiplex
and the powerful sensitivity offered by ddPCR made it an ideal tool for
our assay. The ddPCR reactions were designed as a single step PCR.
The method involved in the ddPCR reaction entails a mixture of the PCR
reaction with oil to generate up to 20,000 droplets, prior to the thermal
cycling. The sample is randomly distributed into discrete partitions,
such that each droplet behaves as an individual PCR reaction, which
may contain from zero to five copies of the target gene. It is assumed,
given the number of droplets generated, that the distribution of the
template in the droplets adheres to a Poisson distribution. Therefore,
the qualitative endpoint (positive/negative) of the reaction is converted
into an absolute quantitation of the number of templates in the total
PCR volume. This improves the sensitivity of finding rare gene targets
significantly. The power of resolution of real-time PCR is limited to 5%
of target concentration, while ddPCR can detect a target at 0.001%
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concentration [49] (i.e. 1 copy/ml). We developed primers that target a
CpG sites at þ396 and þ399 from the transcriptional start site (TSS)
in Exon 2 of the INS gene. The read out for the assay was initially
determined as the ratio of the unmethylated copy number divided
by the methylated copy number but the calculations were changed
to the ratio of the unmethylated copy number divided by the
unmethylated þ methylated copy number. The assay performed well
in two workshops with blinded duplicate samples. Using samples from
autotransplants (see below), the mean CV of replicate samples ranged
from 10.6 to 28.7%.
To evaluate the ability of the assay to identify b cell death and the
kinetics of the INS DNA, we measured the levels of unmethylated INS
DNA after autologous islet transplantation following total pancreatec-
tomy (TPIAT) in serum and in the transplant material in 21 TPIAT re-
cipients [50]. As expected, there was a decline in the ratio in the serum
after pancreatectomy consistent with the pancreatic source of the
unmethylated INS DNA. There were elevated ratios immediately after
islet infusion in all recipients in the first 3 h, followed by a rapid decline
in the ratio. It has been thought that there is a significant level of b cell
death that occurred at the time when islets are infused into the portal
vein during islet auto or allotransplantation. Interestingly, we found a
high ratio and copy number of unmethylated INS DNA and methylated
INS DNA in the cell-free supernatant of the islet product suggesting
that much of the signal we had detected in the serum immediately
after infusion originated from b cells that had died during the isolation
process. Also, on the basis of the decline in unmethylated INS DNA
after the first 3 h after infusion, we estimated that the t1/2 of the DNA
was 2.2 h (95% confidence interval 1.7e2.9 h). There was variable
elevation of the ratios after the initial spike. Between days 3 and 50,
52% patients had elevated ratios. After 90 days, 29% of patients had
elevated ratios. Patients who had elevated ratios at day 90 had a high
AUC for glucose during a MMTT suggesting that ongoing loss of b cells
at day 90 may be associated with meal induced hyperglycemia.
We used the assay to study the at-risk individuals in the TrialNet
Pathway to Prevention Study (TN-01) [51]. This study prospectively
followed autoantibodyþ relatives of patients with T1D. Some of these
individuals (n ¼ 10) developed T1D over the follow-up period of
median¼ 1072 days (progressors) whereas others who were followed
for a median ¼ 1146 days did not (n ¼ 10, non-progressors). In
addition, we analyzed the levels of unmethylated INS DNA in partici-
pants from the TN-01 study who had been identified as “high-risk”
(n ¼ 30) because they had 2þ autoantibodies and dysglycemia on an
OGTT test. Historical data suggested that approximately 75% of these
individuals would develop T1D within 5 years.
Of those prospectively followed, 24.5% and14.2% of the ratios,
measured at approximately 6 month intervals in the progressors and
non-progressors were above the normal range. The average of the
median ratios was modestly but significantly increased, compared to
healthy control subjects but not compared to the non-progressors.
Interestingly, in the progressors, an increase in the ratio was associ-
ated with a decline in the insulin secretory response during an OGTT,
but not in the non-progressors. In the high-risk group the average
ratios were increased in 22/27 subjects (3 samples were rejected due
to technical issues) subjects and average ratio was higher compared to
the progressor and non-progressor groups.
Since this initial study with participants in the relatively small cohort of
TN-01 participants, we have analyzed the ratios in participants in the
DPT-1 trial. This study, conducted in the 1990s, identified individuals
at risk for T1D on the basis of a þICA and diminished first phase
insulin response during an IVGTT [52]. We analyzed the unmethylated
INS/Total INS ratios in 97 participants who had serum collected
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approximately every 6 months (median of 4 samples/individual). We
limited our analysis to participants who were in the placebo control
group of the trial. Of these, 55 developed T1D.
When all samples were compared, the ratios were increased in both
those who progressed to T1D and those who did not compared to
healthy control subjects (Figure 2A,B). Overall, the frequency of
elevated ratios was 20% which is similar to the TN-01 cohort
(19%). However, there was not a significant difference in the fre-
quency of elevated levels between those who progressed (18%) and
those who did not (24%) (Figure 3). We were unable to find a
relationship between the ratio or change in the ratio and C-peptide
Figure 2: Ratios of unmethylated to total (unmethylated þ methylated) INS DNA in the Dia
in DPT-1 participants who did (progressors) or did not (non-progressors) develop T1D durin
last study visit. Each line shows, with symbols, the measurements for an individual over tim
are shown. The levels were significantly higher in the progressors and non-progressors c

Figure 3: Elevated unmethylated INS ratios in the DPT-1 trial. The number of elevated (
(n ¼ 97) and non-progressors (n ¼ 42). The threshold of 0.203 represents the 95th per
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responses during the OGTTs as we had done in the TN-01 analysis.
In addition, there was not an association between age and the ratio
(Figure 4).
Collectively, these studies suggest that b cell death is not readily
identified when samples are collected every 6 months. This finding is
not unexpected considering the short half-life of the INS DNA. None-
theless, our data from the transplant and the high-risk groups suggest
that the assay can identify b cell DNA in the serum when there is active
killing. It is possible that in the individuals prospectively followed that
the cytotoxicity is intermittent, absent, or below the level of detection
with serum.
betes Prevention Trial-1. The ratios of unmethylated:total INS DNA are shown over time
g the trial. (a) The time represents the years prior to the clinical diagnosis of T1D or the
e. (b) all of the data points from the progressors (n ¼ 55) and non-progressors (n ¼ 42)
ompared to healthy control subjects (***p < 0.001, ANOVA) but not to each other.

>0.203) levels are shown for all of the data shown in Figure 1B for the progressors
centile of the ratios from healthy control subjects (n ¼ 165).
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Figure 4: Relationship between age and the INS ratio in the DPT-1 in children. The relationships between the ratio of unmeth:total INS DNA is shown by age of the participants.
The plot shows 504 individual observations (progressors ¼ 310, non-progressors ¼ 194).

Review
4. OTHER METHODS, OTHER b CELL GENES

In addition to the CpG sites in Exon 2, we developed and tested a probe
that identified unmethylated CpG sites in the INS promoter (�135 from
the TSS) to detect unmethylated DNA and repeated the analysis of the
TN-01 cohort. In islet autotransplant recipients we found a significant
correlation between the ratios of unmethylated INS DNA at the TSS and
in Exon 2 (r ¼ 0.66, p < 0.0001) but a greater dynamic range of
measurement with the probe measuring the CpG site in Exon 2
(Figure 5). Furthermore, when data using these two sites were
compared in clinical samples (e.g. patients with new onset Type 1
diabetes or at risk), the correlation was not significant (r ¼ 0.02). The
most robust performance was using the probe that targeted Exon2 of
the INS gene. Finally, we also identified CpG sites in Exon 1 of the IGRP
gene that were unmethylated specifically in b cells. These assays had
Figure 5: Relationship between measures of unmethylated INS DNA. (a,b) a comparison
Exon2 or the transcription start site (TSS) probe or the (b) Exon 2 and IGRP probe are shown
the first 3 days are shown (r ¼ 0.66, p < 0.0001, Pearson) and (b) a subset (10 pairs) o
(r ¼ 0.34, p ¼ 0.005, Pearson)and TSS probe and (d) the Exon 2 and IGRP probe (r ¼
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an average CV of <20% with internal testing of duplicate samples.
There was agreement between measurements of the probe at the
transcription start site and the original Exon 2 probe in clinical samples,
and we also observed an agreement between the IGRP probe and the
original Exon 2 probe in a subsets of autotransplant patients but the
relationship in samples from patients with or at risk for T1D was less
robust (Figure 5).
High throughput sequencing identified a potential pitfall with the as-
sumptions about epigenetic control of INS that has implications for the
design of methods to identify b cell derived DNA. Neiman et al. re-
ported that multiple islet cells share promoter hypomethylation which
was not a determinant of protein expression. Rather than epigenetic
modifications at the promotors, they found that cell-type-specific
methylation in enhancers was responsible for differences in protein
expression among the endocrine cells [53]. Based on this
of the unmethylated:total (unmethylated þ methylated) INS DNA detected with (a) the
in patients who received islet autotransplants. In (a) all of the samples (127 pairs) over

f the samples (r ¼ 0.69, p ¼ 0.027, Pearson) (c) The relationship between the Exon 2
�.01, p ¼ ns) in a subset of samples from DPT-1 participants (n ¼ 66 pairs).
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understanding Lehmann-Werman et al. described analysis of b cell
derived INS DNA by identifying hypomethylation at multiple (6) CpG
sites in the INS gene [54]. Their method has high specificity since the
call of b cell DNA requires unmethylated CpGs at all six sites. None-
theless, the specificity of the measurements was excellent. They were
able to detect unmethylated CpG sites in the INS promoter DNA in cell
free DNA from plasma of 11 recent T1D patients (2e16 wks after
diagnosis). This methods was used in a setting of islet allotransplant
and by using a new version of the above mentioned technique, based
on next generation sequencing, Gala Lopez et al., reported that cell-
free DNA-based estimation of b cell death 24 h after
islet allotransplantation correlates with clinical outcome and could
predict early engraftment [55]. The researchers studied cell-free DNA
measurement after islet allotransplant in 37 subjects. They observed a
peak in cell-free DNA 1 h after transplantation in 83% of the subjects,
and like the observation in our islet autotransplant subjects, correlated
this elevation to dead b cells carried over from the islet isolation
process. Their study confirmed that the b cell death assay could have a
predictive value in the islet allotransplant setting. They observed a
second distinct peak at 24hrs post infusion in 21.6% of the patients
which was associated with less favorable posttransplant outcomes,
such as a higher 1-month insulin requirement, lower 1-month stim-
ulated C-peptide levels and overall worse 3-month engraftment, by
insulin independence scores.

5. RESPONSES OF b CELLS TO IMMUNE ASSAULT AND
INFLAMMATORY MEDIATORS

Several reports have shown persistent b cell survival in individuals
with long-standing T1D, which may be suggestive of beta cells that are
capable of adapting and withstanding the autoimmune attack in T1D.
However, it is not well understood how b cells may adapt and resist the
immunological stressors of T1D. To follow the responses of b cells
in vivo, we studied methylation marks in the Ins1 and Ins2 genes in the
NOD model of T1D. We found that there was increased expression of
DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs, particularly DNMT3a) during disease
progression [56]. A strong association was seen between methylation
of CpG sites in Ins1 exon 2 and Ins2 exon 1 and insulin gene
expression. These epigenetic changes could be induced by cytokines
that were expressed in b cells in the islets of NOD mice. We also found
induction of DNMTs in human b cells that were exposed to inflam-
matory cytokines.
Further studies from our lab and others have identified transcriptomic
and functional changes in the b cells in response to inflammation. We
identified a subpopulation of b cells with features of “dedifferentiation”
in NOD mice [57]. The cells were characterized by reduced insulin
granularity and increased in direct relationship to infiltration of immune
cells into the islets. There was reduced expression of Ins1 and Ins2 as
well as transcription factors that are expressed in mature b cells such
as MafA, Nkx6.1, and PDX-1. The cells did not represent simply
stressed or dead b cells since the expression of genes associated with
cellular stress responses such as Chop, Xbp1, Bip, Aft4, or Wfs1 or
autophagy Atg5, LC3b, Becn1, Bnip3, and Gabarap, or cell apoptosis
gene Casp3 were similar between mature b cells and the new sub-
population. Their functional responses (i.e. insulin secretion in
response to glucose) was impaired but their ability to proliferate was
enhanced. In addition, these cells acquired “stem-like” features re-
flected by increased expression of Neurog3, ALDH, and increased rates
of proliferation relative to “normal” b cells that could be identified in
the same islets. There was also increased expression of immune
inhibitory ligands such as PD-L1 and Qa-2, but decreased expression
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 27 (2019) S104eS113 � 2019 Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open a
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of GAD and IGRP, antigens recognized by autoimmune T cells. They
were resistant to killing by cytokines and inflammatory T cells and
escaped killing when diabetes was induced in NOD mice with cyclo-
phosphamide. We have postulated that these modified b cells may
resist immunologic killing and may survive. Their functional properties
are significantly impaired but they potentially are a recoverable source
of b cells.
Recently Thompson and colleagues found a subset of senescent b
cells developed during T1D in both humans and in NOD mice [58].
These b cells acquire a senescence-associated secretory phenotype
(SASP), and are characterized but upregulated pro-survival mediator
Bcl-2 and also have increased transcription of SASP factors such as IL-
6, Mmp2, and Flnb and increased secretion of IL-6, Igfbp3, and Ser-
pin1. A small molecule that inhibits Bcl-2, and ABT-199 cleared se-
nescent b cells. Clearance of the senescent cells with ABT-199
reduced the rate of diabetes in NOD mice that were followed for 28
weeks. They suggest that senescent b cells may lead to enhanced
immunologic destruction of b cells but the immune mechanisms
remain undefined (Figure 1).
The secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines is a peculiar feature of b
cells. Several studies have implicated IL-6 and IL-1b as mediators of b
cell death and in augmenting inflammatory cells but a clinical study
with canakinumab failed to affect b cell decline [59e65]. An ongoing
trial will test whether anti-IL-6 receptor (tocilizumab) will affect pro-
gression of new onset T1D. In contrast, other data have suggested that
cytokines may also have a supportive role for example in preventing b
cell apoptosis [66,67]. Thus, the effects of cytokines are complicated
e involving actions on b cells that may be different from immunologic
effects. In a similar manner, inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6 and
IL-1b have been postulated to play a pathogenic role in Type 2 dia-
betes because of their direct effects on b cells and indirectly by effects
on adipose and other cells [68].

6. CHANGES IN b CELLS IN OTHER INFLAMMATORY
CONDITIONS: CHECKPOINT INHIBITOR DIABETES

Checkpoint receptors, such as cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-
4) and programmed death-1 (PD-1), along with their respective li-
gands, CD80/CD86 and programmed death-ligand 1 or 2 (PD-L1/PD-
L2), play an essential role in preventing unchecked T cell activation.
Monoclonal antibodies blocking these receptors have shown efficacy in
a growing number of cancers by enhancing immune responses to-
wards tumor cells and increasing tumor cell destruction. However, the
enhanced immunity induced by these therapeutic agents also results in
immune-related adverse events (AEs) affecting various tissues,
including pancreatic islets resulting in autoimmune diabetes [69e74].
Preclinical studies have identified a role for immune checkpoint in-
hibitors in controlling b cell killing in mice with an autoimmune
repertoire. For example blockade of B7.1 leads to rapid onset of dia-
betes in young NOD mice and blockade or genetic elimination of PD-1
leads to autoimmune diabetes on this background [75e78]. Genetic
loss of CTLA-4 leads to robust pancreatitis [79].
Checkpoint inhibitor-induced diabetes is a potentially life-threatening
complication with an overall rate of 0.9% among patients receiving
checkpoint inhibitors [71,72,80]. The presentation of checkpoint
inhibitor-induced diabetes is often acute with pronounced increases in
blood glucose and metabolic decompensation. The majority of patients
present with diabetic ketoacidosis and have low or undetectable C-
peptide at presentation indicating rapid and significant b cell death.
The pathogenesis of checkpoint inhibitor-induced diabetes is not yet
known but some clinical features are similar to T1D: many, although
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not all, patients are autoantibody positive. There is a predominance of
the Class II MHC allele, HLA-DR4, in patients who develop this adverse
event (AE) [71].
Although there are reports of some cases of autoimmune diabetes with
anti-CTLA-4 alone, most of the cases to date have occurred with anti-
PD-1 or anti-PD-L1 alone or in combination with anti-CTLA-4 pointing
perhaps to central roles for PD-1 on T cells and PD-L1 in b cells for
maintaining tolerance to b cells and preventing autoimmune diabetes
[73,81]. Recent studies point to increased expression of PD-L1 on
mouse and human b cells in the setting of inflammation and with the
development of autoimmune diabetes. Increased PD-L1 expression
has been observed on b cells in NOD mice with infiltration of immune
cells and progression of diabetes [82], including a population resistant
to immunological attack [57]. Like murine b cells, human b cells
induce expression of PD-L1 in response to inflammatory cytokines
(IFNa and IFNg) with known pathogenic roles in T1D, and is expressed
in b cells of patients with T1D [82,83]. These studies suggest that PD-
L1 is induced on b cells in response to inflammation both in vitro and
in vivo in human islets. It is not yet known how or whether checkpoint
molecules impact b cell immunogenicity and susceptibility to cell
death and their role among different b cell subsets. With the increasing
use of checkpoint inhibitor therapy, the prevalence of autoimmune
diabetes induced by these therapies is also increasing. Understanding
mechanisms of b cell death in checkpoint inhibitor-induced diabetes
could provide insights into mechanisms of b cell death in spontaneous
T1D as well.
The basis for these changes in b cells is still under investigation but
clinical observations may shed some light on the mechanisms. We
found that a high proportion of individuals with this AE have
biochemical evidence of exocrine pancreas inflammation: increased
levels of lipase and/or amylase in 32% of patients with checkpoint
inhibitor-induced diabetes suggesting that pancreatic exocrine
inflammation may play a role in the development of diabetes in these
patients. Interestingly, similar to our findings with checkpoint inhibitor
induced diabetes, there have been changes in the exocrine pancreas in
patients with T1D, such as reduced organ weight, identified through
organ donor studies [84] and decreased pancreatic volumes by MRI
during the first year of diagnosis [85]. Together these findings suggest
that exocrine pancreatic inflammation may play a role in this form of
autoimmune diabetes.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Studies of b cells during the progression of T1D have identified fea-
tures of the tissue and immunologic responses that may be important
in the design of therapies to prevent the disease. Detection of b cell-
derived cell free DNA is technically feasible, specific, and reproducible
in vivo but is limited by the short half-life of the b cell derived DNA of
approximately 2 h. The findings from previous analysis of the partic-
ipants in TN-01 who were followed prospectively, and the data from
the DPT-1 study reported herein, and metabolic data from both
studies, however, is informative about the disease progression. In
contrast to a chronic destruction of b cells, these observations suggest
that there are undetectable levels of killing in the years after autoan-
tibodies are first identified but prior to glucose intolerance. When re-
sponses to oral glucose become impaired, in individuals who have at
least 2þ autoantibodies (Stage 2) there is marked increase in b cell
killing and progression to diabetes appears inevitable, but with indi-
vidual variation in the kinetics. Therefore, use of drugs and agents for
prevention that do not directly affect the effector immune response are
S110 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 27 (2019) S104eS113 � 2019 Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is
best introduced in Stage 1. Once glucose tolerance is impaired, the
effector immune response is well developed and agents that have
broader effects on cellular immune responses are likely to be needed.
These findings also suggest that unfortunately, repeated monitoring for
b cell killing in individuals at risk is challenging since episodes or
killing may be brief or the amount of DNA that is released by number of
cells that are being killed at any one point is very small. Nonetheless,
our data do show an increase in the total levels of unmethylated INS
DNA in the at-risk population. The reasons for this finding are not clear
at this time. It does not appear to be explained by age alone since the
levels were elevated even with age matched control subjects. It is
possible that there is increased turnover of b cells, with both gener-
ation of new cells and increased rates of cell death, that account for the
findings, but further studies are needed to resolve this finding.
With improved technologies for study, is has become clear that b cells
are heterogeneous and the subpopulations have distinguishing char-
acteristics under normal conditions and in response to stressors. The
studies from our lab and others also have shown that there is adap-
tation of b cells to the immunologic response. We have postulated that
there are changes in b cells that may render them invisible or pro-
tected from immune killing. The loss of b cells in this manner is
analogous to the dropout of b cells that has been described in the islets
of mice with metabolic stressors and Type 2 diabetes. It is important to
note that the source of “new” b cells remains unknown. They could
reflect “dedifferentiation” of mature b cells in response to the
immunologic and cellular stressors but it is also possible that they are
derived from an alternate source. Many groups have shown how other
cells, such as other endocrine, exocrine, ductal, or even gut cells can
acquire characteristics of b cells. It is not clear, however, whether
these cells are sufficient to recover metabolic control or whether, like
those we have identified, the cells are markedly impaired in their
functional capacity. Furthermore there is very little known about their
immunogenicity.
Stressor responses are a common feature of scenarios in which b cell
adaptive responses occur. Cytokines that may be produced by b cells
themselves as well as in the islet environment can induce changes.
The ability of b cells to produce these inflammatory mediators raises a
question about their physiologic importance: Some work has sug-
gested that both IL-1b and IL-6 are essential for normal b cell
development and function. However, pharmacologic levels may be
destructive rather than protective. b cells express receptors for IL-6
and IL-1b. Under physiologic conditions, turnover of b cells is rela-
tively low but in the setting of cellular stressors it is aggravated. The
responses of b cells themselves and other cells to clear the damaged
cells may be overwhelmed in the setting of inflammation exposing
neoantigens or invoking other cellular mechanisms that lead to b cell
demise.
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